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ABSTRACT
The learning managements systems (LMS)s that are widely
used to provide access to educational opportunities on the
Web are limited by a text based, linear presentation of course
materials and the standard temporal restrictions in the tra-
ditional classroom. Making a fundamental change in how
course materials are presented and interfaced with can make
educational opportunities available to a broader spectrum of
people with diverse abilities and various circumstances. We
have developed a graph-based approach to presenting the
learning materials of a course using a system called EN-
ABLE [6, 7] with three major goals: (1) facilitate restruc-
turing a set of synchronous classroom materials into a dy-
namic online system, (2) provide algorithms to analyze and
enhance student performance as well as provide insights to
the instructor concerning the efficacy of the learning items
and their organization, and (3) identify ways to use data
from an existing linear, temporal based course presentation
to train predictive models for a course that allows individ-
ual flexibility in the ordering of the material. This work
demonstrates the possibility of presenting course materials
in a graphical way that expresses important relations and
provides support for manipulating the order and timing of
those materials. The graphical course map adds a new ap-
proach to making education accessible to people from many
different spectrums of ability that respond and interface bet-
ter with visual representations and those who will benefit
from the removal of temporal limitations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The availability and accessibility of education over the

Web has increased but barriers remain [1, 8, 11, 13]. Cur-
rent learning management systems (LMS)s display learn-
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ing materials in a textual, linear format primarily based on
chronology. This presentation of material provides a lim-
ited view of a course and imposes unnecessary restrictions
to online education. Expanding the delivery of learning ma-
terial to include a graphical course map can increase the
information that is available and make that information ac-
cessible to a larger number of diverse consumers – especially
improving the experience for those who respond to visual
representations. Removing the dependence on temporal or-
dering provides new possibilities for students that may not
succeed in the traditional approach of having all students
move through learning items at the same time and at the
same rate. Making the organization and presentation of ed-
ucational information visual and flexible makes it available
to a broader spectrum of users improving their opportunities
for inclusion and success.

Our research focuses on the possibilities of presenting learn-
ing materials in a graphical course map. This has led to
many discoveries about the opportunities for enhancing the
information available to students and educators. The devel-
opment of a variety of course maps has identified new ways
to organize and present learning materials and restructure
their delivery to exploit the flexibility of the online setting.
The ENABLE system provides interactive tools that al-
low an instructor to focus on meaningful relations between
learning items and manipulate a variety of graphical course
maps that maintain those relations while introducing new
organizational possibilities.

2. DISCOVERING EXISTING DATA
The initial stage of this work was to identify what data

is currently available and how that data might be used to
provide meaningful information for building course maps.
Several existing courses were analyzed.

Courses may contain many different instructional mate-
rials.For our purposes, these various materials are referred
to as learning items and a group of learning items is a unit.
Each learning item has its own characteristics such as title,
due date, content, delivery method, and whether or not it
is graded. The sample courses use Canvas, a commercially
available LMS. Canvas has a well documented application
program interface (API). Using this API allows program-
matic access to the data available about the learning items.

Using this data and text analysis methods ENABLE is
able to identify some relations between learning items. The
primary relation available in the LMS is the temporal pre-
cedes relation. This relation expresses that one learning item
comes before another learning item. Another relation com-



monly found in the LMS is the includes relation. The in-
cludes relation expresses that a unit includes a specific learn-
ing item and provides information about the existing orga-
nization of the course. When the Module tool in Canvas
is used to organize a course this relation can be identified
from the data. Otherwise additional information from the
instructor is needed to inform this relation.

Engaging the instructor provides another source of infor-
mation that allows the system to identify additional rela-
tions such as occurs in and prerequisite relations. The occurs
in relation expresses that a specific topic occurs in a learn-
ing item. The prerequisite relation expresses that there is
educational value in doing one learning item before another.

3. BUILDING THE COURSE MAP
The information about the learning items and the rela-

tions is used to create the course map. A course map is a
graph, M = (N , E), where N is the set of learning items
and topic nodes, and E is the set of precedes, topically pre-
cedes, prerequisite, occurs in and includes edges (relations).
Then the class map is C = (L,R), where L ⊂ N is the set of
learning item nodes and R ⊂ E is the set of edges. A path of
length k is any legal sequence P = {n1, n2, . . . , nk+1}, where
ni ∈ L and ¬∃i, j 3 nj prerequisite n S

i and i < j. Let P be
the set of nodes in the path P .

Notice that the limiting relation in the path is only the
prerequisite relation. This provides a wide variety of paths to
interact with the learning items. This kind of flexibility does
not usually exist in the traditional class setting. In an online
educational setting the temporal limitations of the precedes
relations need not be enforced. Making this shift to allow
varied paths through the course material changes how both
the educator and the student view a course. Tools described
here provide the mechanisms to support such variation.

Once the temporal restraints of the course have been re-
moved, the opportunities for restructuring have increased.
The ENABLE system can display a graph based on the
occurs in, includes, and prerequisite relations without the
chronological restraints.

The course map display is designed in such a way that the
nodes can be moved about. As a node is moved any connect-
ing edges move with it. Keeping these connections intact
during moving preserves the integrity of the graph structure
and maintains the relations between learning items. This
manual manipulation of the course map provides a way to
see the course with many different layouts. The learning
items can be organized by topic, exam, learning item type,
prerequisite chains, etc. This provides the instructor, and
potentially students, the opportunity to explore and discover
possible paths through the course material.

4. FACILITATING CHANGE
This work has shown that the data available in the LMS

can be used to generate a graphical representation of a course.
By gathering additional information from an instructor or
other course expert the graphical representation can be ex-
panded to provide additional information and more mean-
ingful relations. This graphical course map provides a new
way to see the course materials and how they are related to
each other which provides valuable information. The graph-
ical course map is more powerful than the information it
can contain. It has the potential to be a mechanism for

fundamental change in how education is delivered.
Traditionally courses have run over a specific time frame

and are delivered in the same order and timing to all stu-
dents regardless of ability or circumstance. By adjusting the
attachment to a linear, temporally based approach the reach
of education to people outside the traditional classroom can
be expanded. Currently some see the online course as a way
to include people with severe disability in the world of edu-
cation [10], but many online courses unnecessarily bring the
limitations of time and order with them. To decrease this
limitation and expand the educational opportunities pro-
vided on the Web, a fundamental change needs to occur.
Educators and students will need to view the linear, time ori-
ented presentation of a course as an unnecessary limitation
and expand their thinking to include alternative approaches.

The graphical course map is a mechanism to support this
change in perspective. Simply presenting the learning items
in a graphical way allows the educator to see the course
differently. Secondly, restraints can be reduced by remov-
ing unnecessary connections and focusing on relations that
are beneficial to the educational process. The course map
can then be manipulated to illustrate new ways to organize
the material while keeping these meaningful connections in
place.

5. TESTING THE POSSIBILITIES
Allowing students to move through the learning items in

various orders introduces an entirely different component to
a course. To explore the theoretic impact of such a change
artificial student agents, probability models, and calibration
techniques were implemented.

5.1 Artificial Student Agents
Detailed student models were developed in order to ana-

lyze the relation between the learning item organization and
student performance. These artificial student agents can
traverse the course map in a variety of node sequences. Dif-
ferent limitations were placed on individual student agents
based on their own characteristics of intelligence, work ethic,
background, and distractibility. However, the only limita-
tion imposed by the course map is prerequisite relations.
A learning item l ∈ L is accessible once all the prerequi-
site learning items have been visited. The agent determines
which item to attempt and how well they do on each learn-
ing item they visit including the option to apply no effort
and receive a zero score. How the agent performs is based on
the actual score data for the course that is being analyzed.

A trace of the order the learning items are visited is recorded
as each agent moves through the learning items. These
learning agents demonstrate a large variety in the order in
which the learning items can be attempted. (For more in-
formation about these learning agents refer to the author’s
previous work in [7]).

For use with the estimation method described in Sec-
tion 5.2, learning agents were created that implement the
concept of mastery. A learning item, l ∈ L, also has an
associated difficulty level in the range [0,100] in our exper-
iments. At each time step the agent specifies how much
time of the total allotted is to be spent on each accessible
learning item; this constitutes an action. Agents may imple-
ment different learning tactics and their respective learning
performance traces may then be compared.

To demonstrate the performance of an artificial student
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Figure 1: Learning Curves for Agents with Different
Abilities.
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Figure 2: Learning Curves for Agent with Two Dif-
ferent Learning Tactics.

agent consider a class map, C, with 10 learning items. Sup-
pose the agent has characteristics W = 3, I = 3, B = 0,
and D = 1. Then, a learning curve plot for Agent1 on C
is shown in Figure 1 (left), while an Agent2 with W = 1,
I = 1, B = 0 and D = 3 is shown on the right side of the
Figure 1 (right). Agent1 has achieved almost perfect mas-
tery of all ten learning items by step 80, whereas Agent2 has
only mastered a few items in the same time.

Note that learning curves are also a function of the learn-
ing tactics of the agent. Suppose that Agent1 modifies its
approach to focus on individual items until they are mas-
tered before moving on to the next available item. The re-
sulting learning curve is shown in Figure 2 which illustrates
that items are mastered sequentially and it takes longer to
learn all ten items than the equal time strategy. [Note that
this may also suggest that a linear organization of the course
material slows learning!]

5.2 A Learning Model
In [7], we defined the notion of mastery of a learning item

as a random variable ranging from 0 to 1. This demon-
strated the use of a linear learning model combined with
a Kalman Filter to obtain an optimal estimate of student
mastery of the learning items in a course graph based on
combining the model prediction with a measurement (i.e., a

grade) correction.
In the present work we propose a more refined learning

model which includes a parameter, the learning coefficient,
and compare three ways to estimate it: (1) direct inverse, (2)
iterative least squares (as introduced in [5] and used in [12],
and (3) the Extended Kalman Filter (see [14] for a detailed
introduction to Kalman Filter methods). This is called ei-
ther model parameter calibration or parameter estimation.

The estimation method is based on the use of a class graph
which describes the organization of the learning material, a
set of artificial student agents with an associated learning
model, and a mechanism for the class graph traversal. A
wide variety of user models have been proposed for interac-
tive learning environments; e.g., see [2, 3, 4, 9]. We have
opted to use a more basic and general model of learning as
described in [15]:

t

xt+1 = M − (M − xt −
i )e kisi

i + ε (1)

where xti is the mastery level of learning item i at time t,
M is the maximal mastery level (which we set to 3 in our
experiments), ki is the learning coefficient for the student on
learning item i, sti is the cumulative time spent on learning
item i, and ε ∼ N (0, σ2). σ2 is the variance in the learning
model process. The learning coefficient ki is a function of
the agent and the learning item:

W+I+B

ki = D (2)
αi

where αi is the difficulty of learning item i.
The learning coefficient provides a way to compute the

relative difficulty of each learning item. This can provide in-
sight to help the instructor better balance the student work
load.

5.3 Probability Models
A probability model provides a way to make predictions.

Predictions can be used to inform students and educators
about possible outcomes. Models can be generated with
the data available in the existing course. Can data from a
linear, temporal based course be used to predict outcomes
for a course that allows different paths through the learning
material?

To answer this question several probability models that
predict grades on learning items were created. The mod-
els are trained using the existing score data. Many of the
models are able to predict individual scores with over 70%
accuracy. They can also be sampled to produce data that
has a distribution similar to the original data. These models
can be restricted to only prerequisite relations in the existing
data and still produce results with similar accuracy. Since
the prerequisite relations are enforced when traversing the
course map this demonstrates that existing data from a lin-
ear, temporal based course can be used to predict outcomes
for a course that allows more variation.

Table 1 shows a varying degree of accuracy in making
score predictions with three of the probability models. The
precedes one considers the score of the first preceding learn-
ing item, the precedes three considers the scores of the first
three preceding items, and the prerequisites considers all the
prerequisites for the specified learning item. Restricting the
parents in the Bayesian network and the features in the lin-
ear and mixed linear methods to prerequisites only reduces
the accuracy of the predictions by 2%-5%.



Table 1: Comparing Grade Accuracy Between Mod-
els.

Model Type Dependencies Grade Accuracy
Mixed linear Precedes One 75%
Mixed linear Precedes Three 77%
Mixed linear Prerequisites 72%
Bayes Net Precedes One 75%
Bayes Net Precedes Three 73%
Bayes Net Prerequisites 73%
Linear Precedes One 72%
Linear Precedes Three 72%
Linear Prerequisites 67%

6. CONCLUSIONS
This work lays a foundation for the creation of general

purpose graphical course mapping tools. It demonstrates
the possibility of generating such a map using currently
available data. The manipulatable course map can support
educators as they transform a synchronous, temporal based
course presentation to one without the same limiting tempo-
ral restraints. It allows the possibility of individual students
moving through the course materials in a variety of orders
and time frames.

Several automated student agents have been developed
and used with learning models to consider how basing the
ordering of learning materials on prerequisite relations might
impact the learning process. This initial investigation found
that there were many ways to navigate through the learn-
ing material of several sample courses while enforcing the
prerequisite relation.

Predictive models were produced and used to demonstrate
that data from existing linear, temporal based courses could
be used to train predictive models. These predictive models
could be limited to prerequisite relations and still produce
accuracy results that are just slightly less than when pre-
cedes restraints are included in the data. This provides a
way to generate recommendation systems for students and
educators using a more flexible delivery method.

Phase I of this work provides a solid foundation for the
creation of graphical course mapping systems. For such a
system to become widely useful, an interface is needed that
incorporates the relations discovered and the recommenda-
tions available through the predictive models. Phase II is
the next step of this work and includes (1) creating a rich
graphical user interface that improves both the quality and
quantity of student and teacher interaction with the learn-
ing material, and (2) conducting user testing at all stages
of the system design, development, and testing to identify
the usability and accessibility of the interface and make re-
visions based on the results. Such an interface could then
be embedded in the LMS for student and faculty use on the
Web or in mobile devices.
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